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' ducing and diffusing unwanted impurities throughout the wder. Many genering schemes 
have been introduced over the years from localized damage at surfaces to oxygen precipi- 

stai.[ 1-51 A particularly important gettering agent is the one of buik sub- 
heavily doped, usually with B, and ais0 contain oxygen precipitates and 

oxidation crystal defects. The efficacy of a particular gettering scheme is rcadily apparent to 
the process engineer, but there is stiil much uncextainty regarding the various atomistic trap- 
ping mechanisms. This uncertainty arises from the experimental sin observing the 
Iocal motion and trapping of such low levels of impurities. 

In this work, high energy bron ion-implantation is used as a modei system to study a 
specific g c h g  process-the enhanced trapping of Fe at a highly doped B region. Impian- 
tation is used to introduce precisely controlled concentrations of B in well d&n& regions. 
The gaming effectiveness of this dopant is compared with impiantcd C, a neutral impdty, 
and ais0 to damage sites inuoduced by Si implantation. 

We show that a region of high B concentration provides enhanced gettcring of FC, 
which can be explained by eicctronic interactions between interstitial Fe and the dopant B 
ions, conmiled by the temperature dependent Ftrmi level pbsition. Iron, Few, diffuses 
interstitially and is known to have either a neutral or positive charge state reguiated by the 
F d  level position in the host silicon.(63 When the Fe species is in the neuuai state, no 
preferential gtttcring ~CCUIIS. However, when the Ftrmi lwei is Mow the %+q=0.39cV,[q 
the positively charged Fe exhibits enhanced gencring. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Twenty Q-cm, Bdoped Si wafers wcre implanted with 5OOkeV yFe at adose of 1E13 
and wcrt then annealed at loo0 C for 1 hour to fully remove the implantation damage 

and 'to u n i f d y  distribute the Fe to an equiiibrium concentration of E14 cma3. Then get- 
tcring regions were implanted with high energy log at doses ranging frOm4E12-4ElS m2. 
Subsequent heat treatments at texnperamrcs from 60 C to IO00 C w a e  paformcd in flow- 
ing He. A thermocouple was mounted under the boat to monitor the annealing ttmperanae 
and coolingrate. All samples received an Organic clean andHFdip prior to heating and w ~ t  

placed between two Siiicon wafers to prevent contamination during fmnace treatme&. 
The depletion of Fe from the gcnered regions of the silicon samples was monitored by 

Deep Level Transient Specaoscopy, DLTS, using a BioRad DLSOOO spccmmw- The 
. DLTS measuredtheaverageFeconctnaaion 1 - 3 ~ ~ t h e d a c c c o n ~  I I w a s w a p  
rated through a shadow mask to makc the Schottky contacts fm the DLTS mwumncnts. 
The accumulation of Fe in the B-implanted region was d e d  by secondary ion mass 
spectromcuy, SIMS, using an 0; spunering beam. High rcsoiution mass detection was 
necessary to avoid interfcrtnct of "%-Si-O trimas (54 m u )  with the %Fe si@ 
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RESULTS 
Si sampies which were contaminated with a uniform concentration of 2E14Fe 

were implanted wit% 3.3 MeV B, at a dose of 4E14cm2 and then annealed for 1 hour at 
lo00 C. The temperature during cooling decayed as a stretched exponential, dropping to 
below 200 C within 4 minutes. The total Fe concentration was then measwed by DLTS as 
the s u m  of the FeiB, pairs, H(O.Ol)eV, and Fe, H(0.46)eV, on both the B-implanted side 
(front) and opposite side (back) of the sampie. The results shown in Figure I, indicate that 
the Fe has been gettered from the region near the B implant but not from the side opposite 
the B-implant. SIMS data on a companion sample with the same initial Fe contamination, 
and with an implant of 1.5MeV 'OB, 6E13cme2, foilowed with lo00 C, 1 hour heat treat- 
ment, shows that the Fe has rcciistributtd to the B pdi le  (Figure 2.) The peak concentraaon 
of the Fe gentnd in the B-region is -2E16 which rcprcsents appr&matcly 10% of the 
total Fe introduced into the sample. The diffusion length for Fe in Si, loo0 C, 1 hour, is 
more than twice the thickness of the sampie; the diffusion length for Fe in Si during the 
quench, integrating over the full cooling curve, is 67pm.[7] Therefore, the DLTS meas='- 
ments at both surfaces of the samples allows simultaneous monitoring of the diffusion-lim- 
ited gettering during cool-down (frontside) and Fe solubility at the annealing temperature 
(backside). 

Additional samples which contained the identical uniform Fe concentrations and B- 
impiantation doses, received gettering anneals at ttmptratlllts below loo0 C for time pen- 
ods which allowed for Fe diffusion lengths gmmr than the thickness of the samples. R e p  
sentative results arc plotted in Figure 3. Fe concentrations at 5OOpm (backside) arc a l l  
consistent with the published solubility rtsults.[7,8] In all cases, the Fe has been gettertd to 
weiI below the soiubiiity limit from the front 3 p  of the samples. 

The effcc!ivcncss of the gettering of Fe by the implanted B @on is a function of the B 
dose. Figure 4 shows the totai Fe, which is the sum of the FeB pairs plus the interstitial Fe, 
rtmaining in the near suxface region of the Si as a function of B dose. The pealt concenaa- 
tion of B implanted at 3.3 MeV is 4- from the surface. The amount of Fe remaining after 
the getIuing treatment decreases with increasing dose, lE14 E/&, to a value M o w  the 
DLTS sensitivity, lElO F d d .  At implantation doses >1E15 B l d ,  camsponding to 
peak B concentxation of 3E19 ern-', extended defects remain in the mcasuxement voiume 
producing broad dislocation signals in the DLTS spcczra which prevent zhe detection of the 
Fe-relami peaks. 

It is @mmnt  to compare the B gettering results with the gettcring effectiveness of Si 
and C, also plotted in Figure 4.191 The high energy Si implant produces dislocations and 
provides an example of crystal damage as a gettering scheme. The implanted C providts 
neutral traps for Fe, and when this data is compared with the B gettcring, it illustrates the 
added effectiveness of the electronic interaction beween Fe and B. 
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DISCUSSION 
OUT resuits show that the most effective genering occurs during the cooiing cycie, and 

that it is associated with the presence of a B-rich region. This gemring behavior can be 
entirely expiained in terms of Fe enhanced segregation into highiy doped B regions detcr- 
mined by the difference in the Fermi level positions in the two regions of differing 33 conccn- 
trations. 

In the situation whcrc we have Fe distributed throughout Si which has two adjacent 
regions of differing B concentrations, the higher number of negazive ions in the highiy doped 
region will produce a coulomb attracdon between B- and Fet.[6,10'] At equilibrium, the ratio 
of Fe' in the highly Bdoped region, [Fe+],, to the Fe+ in the region of less B, Fe+lL. will be 
a function of the Fermi levei difference, 4 according to the rcfation 

A& 
[ & l H  =e M . (1 1 
i W L  

In addition, for any given B conccntranon in Si, the ratio of the number of Fet to tile 
total interstitial iron atoms, Fern, can be expressed with the Fermi function 

where is the Fermi level, and E,,+& is the position of the iron donor ievcl. The ma~s- 
acsion rtiationship for Fet pairing with B' is known from previous DLTS results to be 

Thus, both Ftrmi level induced Fe redistribution and Fermi lwei conmiled Fe-B pair- 
ingprwrde- - forthetntranctdgenering, 

The caicuiath, based on these two equilibrium me~imnisms, for the parrition d- 
Cienr, J F ~ ~ ~ F C ~ ] ~ ,  for a highly doped layer, [Bl=lE18 cxn3, adjacent to a low daped 
regkn, IB1=1E15 is shown in Figure 5. Above 600 C, there is no &fax on the iedis- 
trihtion of Fe. Below 600 C, the partition function increases steeply. The caicufation fa 
n e u a  trapprng of Fe at an impurity site is also plotted in Figure 5, and shows the reduction 
in the partitioning at iow t- without Fcrmi level dfans. IIighiy doped 
>1E18 B/cm3, arc wrsrcmeiy effective gettaing regions, prwidingpartition coefficients far 
Fe -106, at low tcqcmum. Therefore, during Si processing, cooling rates and diffhk= 
length become of practical importanct, 
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Si samples with cFe'"L]=2E14 cm', we= implanted with 3.3MeV B, 1E14 and 
annealed for 1 hour at io00 C. Measured layers were rcxnovcd by mechanical polishing 
h m  the sampie surface before deposition of Scho#ky barriers. The totai F5 + FeiBI coa- 
centration as a function of depth was determined by DLTS and plotted as the filled circles in 
Figure 3. To understand these experimental redts, the Fermi level was cvaiuated for the 
known B pf3e and was used to determine the iocai voiumc conceatrarions of Feo andFe+ 
for the known Fe profile. Then the diffusion flux, F, could be determined from 

whcrcDOandD+ ~thediffusiviticsofFeoandFe+inSi~ll~ ThedriftmotionofFe'indnced 
by the gradients in the Fcmi lwei is reprwentedby the third tam in the tquation. This 
-on equation m.4) is coupled with the trapping equation (Eq.3) and solved numai- 
caUy to &!ermine the nedisaibuted Fe pro& fmthe measud cooiing m e .  Figure 6 
shows these Ft profiles at vaxious tanptrarurcs during coding after a loo0 C anneal. The 
mults reproduce the dcpietion of Fe from the surface and the a a m d a u  'on of Fe in the B 
implanted layer. The finai pmfile is compared with the measmed prof7le, soiid points in 
Figure 6. Therefooe, the tnhancad gtnaing of Fe by high dose B ion-imphulation is ex- 
p ~ ~ y b y t h e E a m i k d c a n t r o l l e d ~  ' inmscrionsbaweenFe+audB-.The 
effectiVegcrPeringofpt'p+ cpitarrialsilicon~isa&o~bythcse~ts.~1,4,~ 

[ 11 D. Giiles, in DqCCn Engineering ita Srmiconductoic G m h ,  Pmessing Md Device 
Teckiogy, cdimi by S. Ashok, J. Chcvdlk, K. Suminn and E. Wet#, MRS Symposia 
h a d i n g s  Vol. 262 (Materiais Res- Society, l?ittshgh, 1992) p. 917. 

(21 K. G@ in Memi ImpwiriEs in Silicon-Dcvice F&ric&n, Springer Series in M a e -  
als Science VoL 24 (Springer-Vertag, New York 1995) p.164. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. DLTS, t, = 9 ms, measured at both surfaces of Si after a genering implant of 

3.3MeV, 4E14 B / d ,  and lo00 C, 1 hour anneal. Enhanced gettexing is evident at the front 
surface, but the Fe concentration remains at the solid solubility on the back. 

Figurc 2. SIMS profiles of both '93 and %Fe after loo0 C, 1 hour heat treatment. The 
concentration of Fe rcdismbuted to the B gearing region is approximately 10% of the total 
Fe contamination in the sample. 

Figure 3. DLTS depth profiles of Fe contaminated samples, given 3.3MeV. 1E14B1cm2 
ion-impiantation, IO00 C, anneal, followed by lo00 C, 1 how, 800 C, 2 how, and 600 C, 
18.5 hour annds.  Fe concentration is below the saiubiiity limit at the front of the samples. 
The Si wafers wert thinned by mechanical poiishing. 

Figure 4. Gettering effectiveness of boron, carbon, and silicon as a function of ion- 
implantation dose, measured by DLTS. The concentration of Fe remaining in the near sur- 
face region is two orders of magnitude less after B genering at high doses, than after Si 
geffcring. 

Figure 5. The calculated partition coefficient of the totai Fe concentration rtdisuibu- 
tion for a region of P]=fE18~m-~ adjacent to a region of [B1=1ElS~xn-~ as a function of 
v t w c .  The soiid line shows the effects of F d  ievei conmiled Fee segregation and 
Fe+B- pairing. The dashed line shows neutral trapping of Fe at an impurity site. 

Figure 6. The calculated &ktriburion of Fe during cooling from IO00 C, solved nu- 
merically using the panioning coefficient of Figure 5 and the diffusion flux of Equation 4. 
The DLTS mcasuTtmcntS arc shown as solid circles. 
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